THE COMING OF THE MACHINE
disadvantages both of the system and of the Slave Trade
far outweighed any material profit.   Few human beings
are fit to be entrusted with absolute power over their
fellows, and in the vast majority of cases such authority
merely brings out a latent sadism or lust.   Indeed, it is
quite possible to argue that slavery did more harm to the
masters  than  to  the  slaves.   Contemporary literature
bears eloquent testimony to the debauched habits of the
white population in  the West  Indian islands,  where
European women were scarce, and negresses and half-
castes could be enjoyed at will.1   Only a society of saints
could have escaped corruption in such circumstances,
and Europeans in the Tropics have little encouragement
to  become  saints.   White  men  married old  negresses
for the sake of the money that had been left them by
their former lovers, and young girls from Europe became,
within a week of their arrival in America, as abandoned
in their behaviour as the local prostitutes.2   The sailors
on the slavers were brutalized by having so many men
to lash, and so many women to possess, at will, and
Liverpool was in consequence troubled by an extremely
turbulent element in her population. The rich merchants,
a few of whose stately houses have escaped destruction
in an age of "development", were not responsible for,
or in many cases even conscious of, the horrors of slavery,
and Gladstone palliated them with the reflection that
the condition of the West Indian negro was paradise
compared with that of the spinning-mill hands in Lan-
cashire.3   Wilberforce, with the powerful assistance of
Pitt, was unremitting in his attacks on the Slave Trade,
but it was not prohibited until 1807, and four years
1	cf. The Lady Nugent*s Journal^ passim.
2	cf. Vaucaire, M.: Toussaint-Louverture) p. 5.
3	cf. Burdett, O.: W. E. Gladstone, p. 23, and pp. 24-25.
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